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No Resurrection – No Victory 
(1 Corinthians  15:35-58  April 18, 2021) 

 

 
 
It is hard to know just what Satan thought as he watched Jesus die on the cross. 
 
Did he do a victory jig or did he realise this was the beginning of the end for him? 
 
While I can’t be certain, I suspect that in the early morning of the third day after Jesus’ 
death – Satan was fairly content with his work. 
 
I imagine Satan had been concerned with how Jesus lived and died. I mean Jesus 
had healed the sick and even raised the dead – like Jairus’ daughter and Lazarus. 
 
He had shown power to undo the corruption of the fall. 
 
But all this proved temporary. Those He healed would become ill again. Those He 
raised would die again. 
 
Then, at the end of His ministry the Messiah had been rejected by His people and put 
to death. 
 
I suspect Satan was gravely concerned about the cross but was relieved when in the 
few days after Jesus breathed His last – sin and its effects remained. People in Israel 
still became sick, marriages floundered, men lost their tempers at other men and 
children died. 
 
All in all – things were going according to Satan’s plan. 
 
But then everything changed. 
 

No Resurrection 
No Victory

— 1 Corinthians 15:35-58 —
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On that Sunday morning, the body of Jesus of Nazareth – lying in the tomb of Joseph 
of Arimathea – took a breath – His eyes opened – He stood. 
 
And I have little doubt that fear gripped Satan. He knew then he had lost. 
 
The resurrection of Jesus was nothing like when Jesus raised Lazarus to life again. 
Lazarus still had a body that would die again one day. 
 
This body of Jesus was in was different to the body that had entered the tomb with. 
 
The power of the cross had raised this body incorruptible. 
 
This body could not die. 
 
This was flesh and blood that was immortal. 
 
Satan knew he had a big problem because this was not just about Jesus. 
 
His resurrection body was a prototype – a promise that one day those who have joined 
themselves to the power of His cross – their bodies will rise – like His – incorruptible, 
immortal. 
 
Satan knew – the resurrection of Jesus was a beginning that would lead to the end of 
all corruption in all creation. 
 
And that is a truth every Christian rejoices in, longs for and lives in anticipation of. 
 
This corrupt world’s days are numbered. 
 
However, as we have seen, incredible as it is to think, some Christians in Corinth 
denied Jesus rose – and denied that our bodies will rise. 
 
They denied a truth at the heart of the gospel a truth that gives hope in this life. 
 
Paul answers these false prophets and self-proclaimed spiritual elite in 1 Corinthians 
15. 
 
Two weeks ago, we looked at verses 1-11 – where Paul made one point. 
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No resurrection – no gospel. 
 
If you deny the resurrection – you have altered the gospel – the way of salvation – to 
the point that it will not save. 
 
Paul said – a gospel that includes a resurrection is the gospel I preached and it saved 
you. 
 
It is the gospel expected in the Scriptures. 
 
And it is the gospel Jesus proclaimed after He rose from the dead. 
 
Any other gospel is a false gospel and not good news. 
 
Last week we saw Paul’s second point: 
 

No Resurrection - No Gospel
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No resurrection – no hope. 
 
Our hope is not that Jesus will make our passage through this life a bit better – a bit 
healthier, wealthier and easier. 
 
Our hope is that this fallen world is not all there is. 
 
Our hope is that by the power of the cross a world free of sin and the consequences 
of sin is coming. 
 
And the resurrection is the proof that this hope is not vain. 
 
Today we come to Paul’s final truth about the resurrection: 
 

No Resurrection - No Gospel 
No Resurrection - No Hope
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No resurrection – no victory. 
 
Christ’s victory – our victory – is the defeat of sin and death forever. 
 
Victory is not 80 good years and then nothing. 
 
Victory is not 80 years in a body and then your spirit goes to some spirit heaven. 
 
Victory is ultimately eternal life as God intended it – body and soul – free of corruption 
– in a world free of corruption – in perfect fellowship with our holy God. 
 
But, if Christ did not rise – then death is not defeated – sin remains – and there is no 
victory. 
 
However – Christ did rise – so we will rise – and the point Paul makes this morning is 
clear: 
 

No Resurrection - No Gospel 
No Resurrection - No Hope 
No Resurrection - No Victory
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Christ’s resurrection is a pledge of our coming final victory over death 
 
Christ’s resurrection is a pledge of our coming final victory over death 
 
Death and sin do not ultimately win. 
 
For a time it looks like they do. 
 
Today, Jesus has died on the cross – and yet outwardly this world looks no different 
to the world before the cross. 
 
Earthquakes and cyclones torment us. 
 
Marriages fail. 
 
Friends develop cancer. 
 
Relatives are terribly injured in car accidents. 
 
Innocent looking children die. 
 
Bad things happen to us and to others. 
 
Unless you are very different to me – at some time or other – all of us find ourselves 
asking – why? 
 
All of us find ourselves asking – where are You God? 
 
Christians ask – where is the power of the cross? 
 
The answer is found in the resurrection. 

Christ’s resurrection is a pledge of 
our coming final victory over death
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God could apply the power of the cross to this world at any time. But that will be it. No 
more lost people entering the kingdom. The Bible says – God withholds the end until 
every last saint is converted. 
 
But that day will come. 
 
And to encourage us – to keep us living in hope – to help us look beyond this fallen 
world to the coming world – God raised Jesus as a promise – sin and death will not 
win. 
 
To see this – turn with me to 1 Corinthians 15:35. 
 
Paul begins with this point: 
 

 
 
Our body is sown in corruption to rise without corruption 
 
Verse 35: 
 

But someone will ask, “How are the dead raised? What kind of body will they 
have when they come?”  

 
If you go and talk to the average punter on the street and say you believe in a 
resurrection from the dead – these are going to be their questions. 
 
Really? How are the dead raised? How is that even possible? 
 
Modern medicine can’t raise the dead. A healthy 20-year-old who drowns. Get them 
to a hospital a few minutes too late and that is it. 
 
So, what hope if they are not healthy and death has long since occurred? 

Our body is sown in corruption to rise without 
corruption
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There are people with far more money than sense who have their bodies cryogenically 
frozen in the hope that someone one day will have the technology and the desire to 
reanimate their worn out, diseased corpse. 
 
It is a vain futile hope – but if there is at least a preserved brain and some form of body 
– science fiction fantasies allow us to imagine some advanced technology reanimating 
that corpse. 
 
However, most bodies are buried or cremated. 
 
Burial turns a body to dust in a century or so. 
 
Cremation turns a body to dust in an hour or so. 
 
If Fred takes grandma’s ashes to her favourite spot on the beach and scatters them to 
the four winds – logic says – well that body is history. 
 
You can’t regather them, let alone remake them, refashion them into her body and 
unite it with her soul such that it is actually grandma – a new improved grandma – but 
somehow still her. 
 
So, fair question – how are the dead raised? 
 
Another fair question – What kind of body will they have when they come? 
 
Most people who die are old and their body has simply worn out. 
 
When my mother died – she had lost a lot of weight, her kidneys had failed – her body 
was totally spent. 
 
There is no way she wanted to see that worn out body raised again. 
 
Her hope is not that her ruined body will rise – some sort of Frankensteinian 
reanimation. 
 
Her hope is not even that she will be born again in a brand-new body like the one she 
was first born in – because even the day she breathed her first breath – her body was 
corrupted and her death was inevitable. 
 
So, it is a fair question to ask – every human body we have seen come into this world 
has decayed, been injured and died. Even the few raised to life again have died again. 
 
What kind of body is fit for eternity? 
 
Paul now answers these questions. 
 
Verse 36: 
 

You fool! 
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This is the answer to the question – how are the dead raised? 
 
A two-word answer. 
 
I confess some questions I am asked – do you really believe in miracles, creation, 
heaven – I have felt like giving Paul’s answer so many times – but I have held my 
tongue. 
 
Maybe I should be more Pauline. If that is your question – here is my answer – you 
fool! 
 
Remember that in the Bible the fool is the one who fails to take God into account. 
 
No God – no miraculous. 
 
With God – miracles. 
 
With man raising the dead from dust is impossible – with God it is not just possible – 
it is something He has already done. 
 
Remember, God created Adam from the dust of the ground and breathed His spirit 
into him and He became a living being. 
 
On the final day when the last trump sounds – some Christians will be alive – some 
will be frozen, some buried, some cremated – most of us will be dust blowing in the 
wind. 
 
Whether it is taking your living breathing body or gathering some of the dust that once 
was a part of our body – creating a new body for us – is nothing to the One who spoke 
and the universe existed. 
 
If God can create the universe – if He can breathe life into dust and Adam comes forth 
– raising the dead on the last day is nothing. 
 
Put God in the equation and the question is answered. 
 
However – answering the other question requires more than two words. 
 
What kind of body will they have when they come? 
 
Paul begins his answer in verses 36-37: 
 

What you sow does not come to life unless it dies. And as for what you sow—
you are not sowing the body that will be, but only a seed, perhaps of wheat or 
another grain.  

 
In this life – sin has left us with bodies that can be injured or become diseased. They 
do deteriorate and will die. The best body sitting here today will barely live past 100 
years and it will not be much use by then. 
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To enter heaven, we need bodies that will never wear out, deteriorate or die. 
 
God could have created new people in new bodies – but that is not His plan. They 
would not be us. 
 
His plan is to show His love and grace for all eternity by redeemed us – which means 
that what goes into heaven is still us. We know about this life and have our roots in 
this world. 
 
So how do we get from these fragile, declining bodies into new ones – but such that it 
is still us in those bodies? 
 
Paul tells us God’s plan. 
 
Embedded in the creation account are many patterns that are meant to teach us about 
life in this world. 
 
In Genesis 1:11–12 we read:  
 

Then God said, “Let the earth produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants and fruit 
trees on the earth bearing fruit with seed in it according to their kinds.” And it 
was so. The earth produced vegetation: seed-bearing plants according to their 
kinds and trees bearing fruit with seed in it according to their kinds. And God 
saw that it was good.  

 
God chose to provide food for the creation primarily by seed-bearing plants. Seeds fall 
– germinate and produce plants. 
 
In the Old Testament – especially the Psalms – we read of God causing seeds to fall, 
rains to come and an abundant harvest to come forth. 
 
God could have chosen to create the main way trees reproduce quite differently. 
 
There are a few trees that reproduce by their roots growing out – and a new tree 
coming up from a root. 
 
But that is rare. Most reproduce by seeds. Consider how God designed this. 
 

1. The seed is not made alive – that is – turned into what it will be – unless it 
first dies – is buried and germinates. 
2. The seed planted is not what comes up from the ground. 
3. God designed this. He created seeds that become plants. 

 
Clearly one reason God did this is to so we can understand spiritual truths. 
 
Listen to John 12:24–25 where Jesus says:  
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Truly I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains 
by itself. But if it dies, it produces much fruit. The one who loves his life will lose 
it, and the one who hates his life in this world will keep it for eternal life.  

 
As a seed of wheat dies to produce fruit – so giving our life – all we are – in the cause 
of Christ gains us the harvest of eternal life. 
 
Giving our all for Christ is not a wasted life. 
 
Paul takes this same analogy but uses it to illustrate a different but related truth. Our 
death leading to immortal bodies. 
 

1. The seed – the bodies we have in this life – are not made alive – that is – 
turned into what they will be – immortal bodies – unless they first die. 
2. The seed planted – the kind of body that goes into the grave – is not the kind 
of body that will come up from the ground. 
3. God designed this. He created our bodies to be raised immortal and without 
corruption by death and the power of the cross. 

 
When a seed germinates – it is destroyed – it dies. 
 
And what comes out is not a seed but something different – a plant – yet it is still 
related to – or has its origin in what was sown. 
 
In the same way God takes our body that is sown – through death – and He raises it 
as something quite different. 
 
We are not raised as the body that went into the ground. 
 
We are raised in a fundamentally different body. But it is still us – it has links to what 
went into the ground. 
 
Different yet related. 
 
The heavenly you will know who you are and know of your life in this body. 
 
Verse 38: 
 

But God gives it a body as he wants, and to each of the seeds its own body. 
 
God gives the seed one kind of body – and what grows from the seed another kind of 
body – all designed by God. 
 
Verses 39-41: 
 

Not all flesh is the same flesh; there is one flesh for humans, another for 
animals, another for birds, and another for fish. There are heavenly bodies and 
earthly bodies, but the splendor of the heavenly bodies is different from that of 
the earthly ones. There is a splendor of the sun, another of the moon, and 
another of the stars; in fact, one star differs from another star in splendor. 
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God knew what He was doing. 
 
When He created the heavens and the earth – He gave each part of His creation a 
body fitted for its purpose. 
 
In these verses, Paul again alludes to the creation account in Genesis 1: 
 
God created the earth without form and empty – there was no life in it. 
 
Then God forms – and fills this world. 
 

 
 
 Forming  Filling 
Day 1 Day and Night Day 4 Day and Night 

→    Sun, moon and stars 
Day 2 Sea and Sky Day 5 Sea and Sky 

→    Fish and birds 
Day 3 Land Day 6 Land 

→    Animals and man 
 

Days 1-3 deal with the changing the world from formless to formed. 
 
Days 4-6 deal with changing the world from empty to filled. 

 
Notice that what is formed in day 1 is filled in day 4 and the same with days 2 and 5, 
and 4 and 6. All with bodies fitted for their environment. 
 
But here is Paul’s point – everything God created has a body fit for the place they are 
to live. 
 

Forming 

1. Day and Night 

2. Sea and Sky 

3. Land

Filling 

4. Day and Night 
       Sun, Moon, Stars 

5. Sea and Sky 
       Fish and Birds 

6. Land 
       Animals and Humans
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Fish weren’t created with a body that can survive in outer space – that would be the 
sun and moon and stars. 
 
Nor were fish created to soar through the skies – that would be birds. 
 
Nor were fish created to roam through the plains – that would be animals. 
 
Fish were created for the seas. 
 
The Creator designed different homes – the heavens, the skies, the seas, the land – 
and He designed different creatures and plants with different bodies to fill those 
homes. 
 
And even in each home – God created a variety of bodies. 
 
Birds of every colour and shape and size. 
 
Fish range from guppies to whale sharks. 
 
Even the stars have different splendour and glory – they are not all the same. Some 
are red giants, some are yellow dwarfs and so on – each created by God to fit their 
purpose. 
 
What is Paul’s point? Our fleshly bodies – the ones we are in now – were designed by 
God for life in this world – but these bodies are not suited to inherit the kingdom of 
God. 
 
For that we need a different body. 
 
We need a body that is immortal. 
 
And just as God designed seeds plus water to lead to trees so He designed death plus 
the power of the cross to transform our bodies into ones fit for eternity. 
 
Verses 42-44: 
 

So it is with the resurrection of the dead: Sown in corruption, raised in 
incorruption; sown in dishonor, raised in glory; sown in weakness, raised in 
power; sown a natural body, raised a spiritual body. 

 
Our bodies that die and are buried are corrupted, dishonoured and weak due to the 
effects of sin. 
 
Our bodes that are raised are incorruptible, glorious and powerful – because they are 
free of sin and its effects. 
 
In this world – no one lives forever. 
 
No one escapes the ravages of this world. 
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Right living, great medicine, exercise – can add a few years – but everyone dies. 
 
The body we are in now is a natural body (a psychikos body). It means a body for 
this world. 
 
Look at verse 45 – The first man Adam became a living being – living – is psyche. 
 
Adam was given a body designed for this world. 
 
The body we will be raised in will be a spiritual body (a pneumatikos body). 
 
The word spiritual does not mean it is not flesh and blood – just spirit – it means it is a 
body raised and empowered by the Holy Spirit. A body fit to stand before the Lord. 
 
It is a flesh and blood physical body – but cleansed of all the effects of sin. 
 
The Bible teaches that the Holy Spirit raised Jesus from the dead. 
 
1 Peter 3:18:  
 

Christ was put to death in the flesh but made alive by the Spirit. 
 
And in the same way the Spirit will raise us – Romans 8:11:  
 

And if the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead lives in you, then he 
who raised Christ from the dead will also bring your mortal bodies to life through 
his Spirit who lives in you.  

 
The body to come is one raised by the Spirit, cleansed by the Spirt and empowered 
by the Spirit. 
 
So, verse 44: 
 

If there is a natural body, there is also a spiritual body. 
 
If there is a body for this fallen world – a natural body – one that is corrupted like this 
world – so in God’s design there will be a body for the world to come – a spiritual body 
– one without corruption. 
 
The normal pattern of getting your spiritual body is to die – and then at the return of 
Christ that body is raised renewed – incorruptible, glorious and powerful. 
 
Death is nothing to be feared – it is a part of becoming who God designed us to be. 
 
Paul has another point to make about our resurrection bodies. 
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Our body is born like Adam’s but raised like Christ’s. 
 
Verses 45-46: 
 

So it is written, The first man Adam became a living being; the last Adam 
became a life-giving spirit. However, the spiritual is not first, but the natural, 
then the spiritual.  

 
We got our natural bodies from Adam – thanks Adam. 
 
We get our spiritual bodies from Christ – thank you Lord Jesus. 
 
One day – you will rise in a new body. What is the difference between that body and 
the one Adam had when He was freshly created by God? 
 
Adam had a natural body that could be corrupted by sin. And it was corrupted by sin 
and so became ill and finally died. 
 
Adam passed that body on to us. 
 
But Jesus was a life-giving spirit. The body His Spirit raises us in will be without 
corruption. 
 
But you have to have the corrupt body first – then it dies and only then do you receive 
the spiritual body. 
 
Verses 47-49: 
 

The first man was from the earth, a man of dust; the second man is from 
heaven. Like the man of dust, so are those who are of the dust; like the man of 

Our body is sown in corruption to rise without 
corruption 

Our body is born like Adam’s but raised like Christ’s 
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heaven, so are those who are of heaven. And just as we have borne the image 
of the man of dust, we will also bear the image of the man of heaven.  

 
The first man – Adam had a body fitted for earth. 
 
The second man – Christ – after His resurrection – had a body fitted for heaven. 
 
Christ ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of the Father. 
 
His body is fit for heaven. 
 
Those who are in Adam – the man of dust – that is all of us – have earthly fallen 
bodies. 
 
Those who are in Christ – the second Adam – that is all Christians – will have bodies 
fitted for heaven – like Christ. 
 
The kind of body Jesus appeared to the disciples in – ate fish on the beach with them 
– walked with them on the road to Emmaus – that is the kind of body you will spend 
eternity in. 
 
Don’t get me wrong. Adam would have had an awesome body – but it was a body that 
could be corrupted by sin and it was. 
 
The body Jesus was raised in was free of all the weaknesses of this world. It could not 
be degraded and deteriorate or die. 
 
We have all read the passages about Jesus after the resurrection. It answers some 
questions but leaves others. 
 
I have been asked so many times – but I want to know more about the body I will 
spend eternity in. 
 
Will I be cute? 
 
Will I be ripped? 
 
If I die at 90 – tell me I won’t spend eternity in a body that looks 90 – because then I 
would rather die at 20. 
 
I don’t know for certain. 
 
Some have suggested we will all look around 33 – the age of Jesus at the resurrection 
– but that is just an opinion. 
 
Will I be taller, leaner, better looking? 
 
Basically, just assure me I will be a 20 year old supermodel genius talented at 
everything for all eternity and I can die happy. 
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Then there are all the other questions. 
 
Does my body need food in heaven? If so can I eat non-stop and never get love 
handles? 
 
If I sing abysmally here, will I sing great there? 
 
If I had an arm chopped off, will it be back? 
 
If I died as a child, will I come back as an adult? 
 
Will we have our racial identities? 
 
Will there be genders in heaven? 
 
Will we recognise each other? 
 
We will have physical features somewhat similar to the ones we had in this life? 
 
Will it be weird to encounter your grandfather and your granddaughter and you all look 
the same age? 
 
Will we know each other in heaven and will we have the same relationships we had 
on earth? Will you have a special bond in heaven with your spouse and kids and 
parents? 
 
But you know what – none of these are even the commonest questions I get asked 
about heaven. 
 
Here are the ones I actually get asked the most. 
 
Will my dog be in heaven? If not my dog – just tell me that there will be dogs and other 
animals be in heaven? 
 
And my favourite – from all the meat lovers – since there is no death – just tell me 
there will still be hamburgers and steaks – please? I really don’t think I can be a vegan 
for eternity. 
 
I have thoughts and speculations on most of these but the Bible does not choose to 
answer all of these questions. 
 
God is concerned with bigger questions than your heavenly diet. 
 
What the Bible says clearly is that our bodies will be freed from corruption – what that 
means in terms of physical traits – I don’t know. 
 
But what I am sure about is this – no one in heaven will think anything about this world 
was better. 
 
Everything good in this life is surpassed in the world to come. 
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I suspect in heaven we won’t care about minor things. We won’t look at someone else 
with body envy – I wish I got that model of eternal body. We will be perfectly happy as 
God raised us. 
 
God knows what the perfect resurrection body is for me – and that is good enough for 
me. 
 
It will be holy and free from corruption and powered by His Spirit. 
 
My body will be like the one Christ had when He was raised – fitted for eternity – free 
of corruption – and that is all I want. 
 
Paul has a final point to make about our resurrection bodies. 
 

 
 
Our body is created for this earth but must be recreated for the new earth. 
 
Verse 50: 
 

What I am saying, brothers and sisters, is this: Flesh and blood cannot inherit 
the kingdom of God, nor can corruption inherit incorruption.  

 
My granddaughter Stella was born last month. 
 
Her body is brand new. 
 
I think she looks perfect. 
 
She isn’t. She could get sick. She could get injured. She will get old. 
 

Our body is sown in corruption to rise without 
corruption 

Our body is born like Adam’s but raised like Christ’s 

Our body is created for this earth but must be 
recreated for the new earth
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Stella could not enter heaven as is – because her beautiful little body is corrupted by 
sin. 
 
The flesh and blood of this earth can’t inherit the kingdom of God. Corruption cannot 
inherit incorruption. 
 
Stella’s body is corrupted by sin – she will suffer and will finally die. 
 
Her body can’t live in the new heavens and new earth. 
 
Why? 
 
First, because any corruption will be destroyed by the holiness and power of God. A 
corrupt body can’t stand before a holy God. 
 
Second, her body will wear out. Even when the earth was younger and people lived 
longer they still died. 
 
In Genesis 5 you have this repeated refrain. This one was born – he lived many years 
– he fathered children – then he died – then he died – then he died. 
 
No one’s body, not Adam’s not Methuselah’s – certainly not mine is fit for eternity. 
 
So, we have to be recreated. 
 
Verse 51: 
 

Listen, I am telling you a mystery: We will not all fall asleep, but we will all be 
changed. 

 
It seems some were worried – if we have to die – what if I’m living when Jesus returns 
– will I miss eternity? 
 
You think God can’t handle that? 
 
Not all Christians will fall asleep – die. 
 
Some will be living when Christ returns. 
 
But living or dead – to enter the kingdom we have to be changed – transformed. 
 
Verses 52-53: 
 

In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will 
sound, and the dead will be raised incorruptible, and we will be changed. For 
this corruptible body must be clothed with incorruptibility, and this mortal body 
must be clothed with immortality. 

 
Seeds take some time to become plants. 
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Not so with this transformation – the trump will sound and in the twinkling of an eye – 
we will all be changed. 
 
1 Thessalonians 4 tells us that Jesus will return – bringing with Him those who belong 
to Him by faith who have died. 
 
Old Testament saints and New Testament saints. Noah, Moses, Esther, Mary, Peter, 
Augustine, Luther, Susannah Wesley, Charles Spurgeon and countless myriads 
whose names are unknown to history. 
 
They died – they are in Paradise with Christ. But they are not in their final bodies. Do 
they have some kind of temporary paradise body? I simply don’t know. 
 
What I do know is that at the trumpet of God – their new bodies will rise. 
 
And God will unite body and soul ready for eternity. 
 
Paul says the dead will rise and the living will be changed. 
 
The bodies of living saints will be transformed from mortal corrupt flesh to immortal 
incorruptible flesh without having to be raised. 
 
These new bodies will not bear any of the consequences and corruptions of sin. 
 
What rises from the grave – what the living are transformed into is fit for eternity. 
 
Not like Adam after the fall. Not even like Adam before the fall. 
 
Only one body like it has ever existed – the risen Christ. 
 
Verses 54-56: 
 

When this corruptible body is clothed with incorruptibility, and this mortal body 
is clothed with immortality, then the saying that is written will take place: Death 
has been swallowed up in victory. Where, death, is your victory? Where, 
death, is your sting? The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. 
But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ! 

 
When we rise again – it is then that sin and death are finally defeated. 
 
Their defeat was certain and ordained the moment Jesus said it is finished. 
 
It is complete when Jesus returns to destroy every trace of sin and its effects. 
 
Today – I live in a body with a dodgy neck and back, I live in a world in the midst of a 
pandemic and people I love do die. 
 
Then – I will look through eyes that are in an incorruptible, immortal body – a body that 
could not become sick, or grow old, or die – I will see a new perfect earth – filled with 
saints in bodies fit for eternity and then I will say: 
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Death has been swallowed up in victory. Where, death, is your victory? 
Where, death, is your sting? 

 
Death appeared to win. Billions and billions of people born over thousands and 
thousands of years and everyone single one died. 
 
Death seemed triumphant. 
 
But in that moment we will know – death has not won. Its victory is turned to ashes. 
 
Death is defeated. No one in this new heavens and new earth will ever die again. 
 
The victory of death and the sting of death is gone. 
 
The sting of death is sin. 
 
It is sin that causes death and sin finds its power in the law. 
 
God has given us His law – told us what His standard is – and every one of us has 
fallen short of that standard. This means that the wages of sin is death. 
 
Without Jesus – death – both the first death – getting old and dying – and the second 
death – cast into the lake of fire for eternity – that would be the fate of every man and 
woman. 
 
But we have victory through Christ. 
 
But today – we live in the time before the final victory. 
 
Death still appears to win. 
 
Death still stings. 
 
Go to a Christian funeral and there is a distinct air of victory – but there is still a sting 
– a sadness. We miss those who have gone before and death has temporarily robbed 
us of their fellowship. 
 
But a day is coming when there will be no more death – no tears – no pain. 
 
The power of the cross will destroy sin and so destroy death and so destroy its sting. 
 
We are all going to die. 
 
Maybe tomorrow – maybe 90 years from now. 
 
The only exception is if Jesus returns. 
 
A fool fears death because they think it is the end. 
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A more informed person fears death because then comes judgment. 
 
A Christian does not fear death – because it is defeated, defanged and destroyed. 
 
Death is a natural part of life. God designed it as the gateway to heaven. 
 
The normal path to heaven is death and resurrection. 
 
So, if you believe this – what should you do? 
 
Verse 58: 
 

Therefore, my dear brothers and sisters, be steadfast, immovable, always 
excelling in the Lord’s work, because you know that your labor in the Lord is 
not in vain.  

 
In the context it is likely that by the Lord’s work – Paul means proclaiming the gospel 
– the true gospel. 
 
There is one gospel that saves – one that teaches a resurrection from the dead. Paul 
says – be steadfast and immovable on that gospel. 
 
Why? Because your labour in sharing that gospel is not in vain. This gospel saves. It 
enables men and women who would be lost in the world to come to join us in the 
resurrection and the new earth. 
 
Basically, Paul is saying – if you really believe this world is not all there is – if you really 
believe the one way to survive the judgment to come is the power of the cross and the 
resurrection of the dead – then never give in to the pressure to water the gospel down 
or to alter it. Stay firm and see the power of the gospel work in lives to save them. 
 
And the resurrection is a spur to us to keep sharing the gospel why? 
 
Because the resurrection is not good news for everyone. 
 
Acts 24:15 says:  
 

There will be a resurrection, both of the righteous and the unrighteous.  
 
In John 5:28–29 Jesus said:  
 

Do not be amazed at this, because a time is coming when all who are in the 
graves will hear his voice and come out—those who have done good things, to 
the resurrection of life, but those who have done wicked things, to the 
resurrection of condemnation.  

 
It is not that those in Christ rise and the rest just stay dead. 
 
All will rise. Those in Christ will have the power of the cross remove every last vestige 
of sin and corruption and enter eternal life. 
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Those who denied Christ will remain in their sin and face judgment. 
 
I find this almost too painful to consider. I have close friends and family who refuse to 
accept the gospel. Most say – I just don’t believe in God. 
 
But I know that whether they believe it or not – heaven and hell are realities. 
 
Eternal life and eternal punishment are certainties. 
 
Many don’t believe there is a God – a judgment – a hell. 
 
Denying it does not change the fact. 
 
And their only hope – our only hope is the gospel. 
 
The death of Christ to pay for the sins we cannot pay for. 
 
So, it has to spur us to get out and share the gospel – and to make sure the gospel 
we are sharing is the one that will save. 
 
And more than that – on the tough days – when everything hurts – when the world is 
a mess – when your spouse has let you down – when people die – when you wonder 
where hope is – remember the resurrection. 
 
It means the victory of Christ is certain. The day of Christ will come. 
 
So, be steadfast, immovable, always excelling in the Lord’s work in this life – give 
everything in this life knowing – your real life is yet to come. 
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No Resurrection – No Victory 
(1 Corinthians  15:35-58  April 18, 2021) 

 
Main Point: Christ’s resurrection is a pledge of our coming final victory over 
death 
 
 
General Questions: 
 
1. What are the questions unbelievers usually ask regarding the resurrection? 
 
2. How would you answer: How can someone who is dead, turned to dust be raised 

back to life? 
 
3. How would you answer: Who would want to be raised back to life if their body was 

old and worn out? 
 
4. What is the analogy of seed to plant – earthly to heavenly body meant to teach us? 

 
5. Why do you need a new body to enter heaven? 

 
6. What is the difference between Adam’s body before and after the fall? 

 
7. What is the difference between Christ’s body that He lived in and the one He was 

raised in? 
 

8. What are the differences between the body you have today and the one you will 
have in eternity? 

 
9. What are the important things about your heavenly body? What are the 

unimportant things about your heavenly body? 
 

10. What is the victory of the resurrection? Why is this such an encouragement to 
Christians? 

 
11. Why is the resurrection bad news for those who reject Christ? 

 
12. If we believe the truth of the resurrection – how should we live? 
 
 
Application Questions: 
 
1. Have you had doubts about the power of God to raise your body to life after death? 

What gives you hope? 
 
2. What are your pressing questions about your body and life in heaven? 
 
3. In a Christian funeral – what is the note of victory? What is the remaining sting? 
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4. Do you fear death or not? Is it something you look to with hope or not? 
 

5. What are you looking forward to about the resurrection to come? 
 


